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Developed an enterprise-level 
Hyperledger Fabric solution that 
helped industry professionals 
auto-deploy a Blockchain network 
on-premise or to the cloud with ease 
and precision

Challenges

Setting up a Blockchain network is a time-consuming and cumbersome process, even with a 
good understanding of the concepts. In general, a Hyperledger Fabric network with 2 Organiza-
tions and 2 Peers per organization takes about 5–6 days to set up, considering the expertise and 
skillet of the developer to be top-notch.

In addition, it also requires the assistance of a DevOps and YAML engineer who can carry out all 
the tasks meticulously using commands. Leveraging our extensive experience in disruptive tech-
nologies like Blockchain, we successfully built a GUI-based Fabric deployer which empowered 
developers to set up and deploy a Blockchain network automatically with minimal user interven-
tion. 
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Our Approach
Since our astute team of Blockchain adepts is highly active on diverse social media channels, 
Blockchain groups, and global forums, we have a clear view of what’s going on in the Blockchain 
space. We quickly analyzed the situation and identified a way with which Blockchain network 
setup and deployment could be made hassle-free and simple. 

We decided to make a valuable contribution to the Hyperledger community through a real-world 
Blockchain solution FabDep, which could make Fabric deployment a breeze with no tangles. 
Unlike conventional Fabric deployment where everything is done manually, from creating chan-
nels to joining peers to installing & instantiating chaincodes, FabDep is fully autonomous and 
doesn't involve any kind of human intervention. 

Here's how FabDep makes Fabric Deployment a smooth and e�ortless a�air:

Submit peer, orderer organization and channel information to generate cryptographic material

Submit host information on which you want to deploy peer, orderer, Ka�a or Zookeeper

FabDep will automatically install the prerequisites on the host and bootstrap network

FabDep will automatically install the prerequisites on the host and bootstrap network

Upload your compressed chaincode package to FabDep and select the channel

FabDep will automatically deploy your chaincode
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Automated Software Installation 

FabDep provided obscured, automated, 
and intelligent installation of new software 
as well as updates over the network

Seamless LAN Deployment

DevOps Engineers could e�ortlessly 
provide input on FabDep’s UI with the 
system connected to their LAN network 
and assign the entity which they want 
to set up

Network Health Checks

Developers could run routine automated 
network health checks to pre-empt 
roadblocks & unnecessary downtime 
and ensure optimal performance of their 
system

Impeccable Cloud Deployment

FabDep o�ered an extensive range of 
private, public and hybrid cloud 
deployment solutions to satisfy diverse 
customer requirements and environments.
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